Intracranial aneurysms (IAs) are abnormal dilatations of the cerebral vasculature. Computational modelling may shed light on the aetiology of the disease and lead to improved criteria to assist diagnostic decisions. We briefly review models of aneurysm evolution to date and present a novel fluid-solid-growth (FSG) framework for patient-specific modelling of IA evolution. We illustrate its application to 4 clinical cases depicting an IA. The section of arterial geometry containing the IA is removed and replaced with a cylindrical section: this represents an idealised section of healthy artery upon which IA evolution is simulated. The utilisation of patient-specific geometries enables G&R to be explicitly linked to physiologically realistic spatial distributions and magnitudes of haemodynamic stimuli. In this study, we investigate the hypothesis that elastin degradation is driven by locally low wall shear stress (WSS). In 3 out of 4 cases, the evolved model IA geometry is qualitatively similar to the corresponding in vivo IA geometry. This suggests some tentative support for the hypothesis that low WSS plays a role in the mechanobiology of IA evolution.
Introduction
Intracranial aneurysms (IAs) are a focal disease of the brain vasculature. They appear as sac-like outpouchings of the arterial wall inflated by the pressure of the blood. The incidence of IAs is surprisingly high: 2% 5% of the adult population are affected. Thankfully, most remain asymptomatic and the risk of rupture is very low: 0.1% to 1% of detected IAs rupture every year [1] . However, rupture leads to fatality in 45% of cases and moderate to severe morbidity for 30% of survivors [2] . Pre-emptive treatment is possible but interventional treatments for unruptured IAs are not without risk and have associated morbidity and mortality rates of <6% and <2.5%, respectively [3] . The increased detection of unruptured IAs coupled with balancing the potentially fatal scenario of rupture vs. the risk of interventional treatments presents a difficult dilemma for the clinician: to administer treatment, or to monitor the patient?
The exact cause of IAs is unknown, but it is generally accepted that they are a result of a combination of multiple factors, including blood-flow dynamics, arterial wall composition, cell populations, genetics and signalling pathways [4] . Given the lack of understanding of these contributing factors and their complex interplay, modelling may assist in providing fundamental insight into the aetiology of the disease. Moreover, it offers the potential to aid clinical decisions. Current measures for predicting rupture risk are only based on aneurysm size [5] . Consequently, there is a critical need to develop improved patientspecific criteria for rupture to identify the subset of IA patients that would actually benefit from intervention. Biomechanics has an essential role to play in this respect and its application to IA research has grown extensively in the last decade (see, e.g., [6, 7] for a recent review). The focus of this paper is the computational modelling of IA evolution. Such models must quantify the mechanics, the biology and the mechanical environment of the arterial wall. Furthermore, they must account for the interactions between the biology and the mechanics i.e. the mechanobiology of the arterial wall. In this article, we briefly review the requirements of an aneurysm evolution model and present, at this point in time, a stateof-the-art model in the field.
The starting point for a realistic model of aneurysm evolution is a structurally realistic biomechanical model of the healthy artery. Cerebral arteries consist of three layers: the intima, the media, and the adventitia. The intima consists of a monolayer of endothelial cells (ECs) attached to a basement membrane [8] . Whilst ECs contribute little to the mechanical response of the artery, the EC layer has an important function in regulating the effects of haemodynamic forces on the functionality of the arterial wall and acting as a barrier to blood-flow. The media is separated from the intima by the internal elastic lamina and contains a three-dimensional network of elastin fibres and, vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) and collagen fibres which form a fibrous helix with near circumferential orientation [9] . Elastin, a rubber-like, highly extensible protein, gives elasticity to arterial tissue, whilst VSMCs regulate arterial diameter via vasoconstriction and vasodilation [10] . The adventitia is composed predominantly of collagen fibres maintained by fibroblast cells. For the healthy artery, the adventitia acts as a stiff protective sheath to prevent over-distension of the artery, however, during IA evolution, as the medial layer is destroyed, it becomes the predominant load bearing layer and thus its functional role changes.
The structure of the artery is continuously maintained by vascular cells. The functionality of the cells is guided by their local mechanical environment. Cellular responses to forces exerted by the blood-flow are mediated by the extra-cellular matrix (ECM). Indeed, the ECM plays a pivotal role in signalling events that regulate cellular proliferation, migration and apoptosis [11] . The forces are transduced by cellular mechanosensors into a signalling cascade, leading to a host of intra-and inter-cellular responses. For example, ECs respond to increased flow by up-regulating the production of vasodilators. In turn, vasodilators trigger the relaxation of VSMCs to allow the expansion of the arterial wall, and thereby, a return of the wall shear stress (WSS) to baseline levels. Cyclic stretching of the ECM, arising from pulsatile flow, affects the rate of secretion and degradation of ECM material by fibroblasts, i.e., an increase in cyclic strain results in an increase in collagen production and decrease in matrix-degrading enzymes, whilst a decrease in cyclic strain produces the converse result [9] . The dynamic nature of the arterial wall enables it to rapidly respond to altered mechanical conditions, such as altered flow or increased pressure.
Collagen fibres are in a continual state of deposition and degradation with typical half-lives of two months for the healthy artery. In the in vivo configuration, fibres are configured to the ECM in a state of stretch [12] . The continual deposition and degradation of collagen fibres and the observation that they are configured in a state of stretch are essential concepts in mathematical models that simulate arterial growth and remodelling (G&R) [13 21 ]. Watton et al. [13] were the first to model aneurysm evolution. Their model utilises a realistic structural model for the arterial wall [9] which is adapted to incorporate variables which define the normalised density (hereon referred to as concentration) of the elastinous and collagenous constituents and the natural reference configurations in which collagen fibres are recruited to bear load. It assumes that collagen fibres are in a continual state of deposition and degradation and that fibres attach to the ECM in a state of stretch, denoted the attachment stretch C AT . The implication of these assumptions is that the collagen fabric continuously remodels to maintain its stretch towards a homeostatic value, i.e., C AT , in the physiological (loaded) configuration as the aneurysm enlarges. To simulate this, differential equations are employed to evolve the reference configurations in which collagen fibres are recruited to bear load and the collagen concentration adapts to compensate for the loss of load bearing by the elastinous constituents. This approach enables the G&R of the arterial microstructure during aneurysm development to be simulated. Recently, fluid-solid-growth (FSG) models, which couple fluid-solid interactions to the G&R of arterial wall constituents [22] have been developed. Such FSG models have been develop to model IA [7, 23, 24] and abdominal aortic aneurysm [25] evolution.
IA evolution can conceptually be broken down into several stages, namely, inception, enlargement, stablisation and/or rupture. To simulate IA inception, we prescribe a localised loss of elastin in a circular patch of the arterial domain. The collagen fabric adapts to restore homeostasis and a small perturbation to the geometry alters the spatial distribution of haemodynamic stimuli that acts on the endothelial layer of the artery. This enables subsequent degradation of elastin to be linked to deviations of haemodynamic stimuli from homeostatic levels via evolution equations. As the elastin degrades and the collagen fabric adapts (via G&R) an IA evolves. Watton et al. [23] adopted this approach to investigate the evolution of IAs assuming degradation of elastin was linked to high WSS or high WSSG. Given that a region of elevated WSS occurs downstream of the distal neck of the model IA and elevated spatial WSSGs occur in the proximal/distal neck regions, this approach led to IAs that enlarged axially along the arterial domain, i.e. it did not yield IAs with characteristic "berry" topologies. Consequently, Watton et al. [24] linked elastin degradation to low WSS and restricted the degradation of elastin to a localised region of the arterial domain: this yielded IAs of a characteristic saccular shape that enlarged and stabilised in size. Although interesting insights were obtained in both studies, an inherent limitation was that the IAs evolved on a cylindrical section of artery and consequently the spatial distribution of haemodynamic stimuli is non-physiological. This motivated the application of the FSG modelling framework to patientspecific vascular geometries [7] . In this study, a novel, automated algorithmic method is utilised to integrate the model within four patient-specific arterial geometries, which allows the coupling of the G&R of aneurysmal tissue to a physiologically-realistic haemodynamic environment. In the following sections, the computational framework for modelling IA evolution, and the methods to embed the framework within patient-specific arterial geometries are summarised. We illustrate the application of the FSG framework to test the hypothesis that low WSS leads to degradation of the elastinous constituents during IA evolution on four clinical cases and qualitatively compare the predicted evolved IA geometries with those of the clinical cases.
Methods

Fluid-solid-growth computational framework
We begin by overviewing the computational framework (illustrated in Fig. 1 ) that models the fluid and solid mechanics of the arterial wall and explicitly links mechanical stimuli to G&R of the arterial constituents. The computational cycle begins with a quasi-static finite element structural analysis of the aneurysm; whereby the systolic and diastolic equilibrium deformation fields are solved (see [24] for further details). Stretches and stresses of individual ECM constituents, and the cyclic deformation of vascular cells are obtained from this analysis. The aneurysm geometry is then integrated into a larger geometrical domain to be prepared for computational fluid dynamics analysis. The steady flow is solved, from which hemodynamic quantities of interest (e.g. WSS, WSSG) are obtained. The derived mechanical and hemodynamic quantities are interpolated onto the nodes of the structural mesh, and are fed into G&R algorithms which simulate cell-mediated adaption of tissue; the constitutive model is updated. The cycle then begins again with a structural analysis, solving the equilibrium deformation fields for the updated constitutive model, and, as it continues, the IA develops. The components of the computational framework, i.e. the structural model, haemodynamic modelling and G&R methodology, are discussed in Sects. 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, respectively. 
Structural analysis
A geometric nonlinear membrane theory is adopted to model the steady deformation of the arterial wall. The unloaded artery is treated as a thin cylinder of undeformed radius R, length L 1 , and thickness H. The thickness of the media H M is assumed to be 2/3 the thickness of the arterial wall whilst the thickness of the adventitia H A =H/3. A body-fitted coordinate system is used to describe the cylindrical membrane with axial and azimuthal Lagrangian coordinates 1 [0, L] and 2 [0, 2 R], respectively. The artery is subject to a physiological axial pre-stretch z and at a systolic pressure p it has a circumferential stretch of 0 . Formation and development of the aneurysm is assumed to be a consequence of G&R of the material constituents of the artery; the distal and proximal ends of the arterial domain are considered fixed as the aneurysm enlarges. The principal of stationary potential energy is the governing equation for the steady deformation of the arterial wall. It requires that the first variation of the total potential energy vanishes, i.e. 
where int represents the variation of the internal potential energy stored in the arterial wall, whilst ext is the variation of the external potential energy due to the traction that acts on the arterial wall.
Appropriate functional forms for the spatially and temporally heterogeneous strain-energy functions (SEFs) for the media M and adventitia A must be specified so that int can be computed. Details of the theoretical formulation to describe the deformation of the arterial wall and the numerical formulation to solve Eq. (1) can be found in [14] .
The arterial wall is modelled as two layers. The inner layer models the mechanical response of the media (and intima), with contributions from the elastinous constituents (ground substance, elastin fibres and passive VSMCs) and a double-helical pitch of collagen fibres with orientations M p to the azimuthal axis: p = denote positively ( M+ >0) and negatively ( M+ <0) wound fibres, respectively. The outer layer models the mechanical response of the adventitia, which is considered to have a small elastinous contribution and a double-helical pitch of collagen fibres with orientations A p (p = ) to the azimuthal axis. The mechanical response of each layer is modelled as the sum of a neo-Hookean SEF [26] and a highly nonlinear SEF which represents the mechanical response of the collagen. Watton et al. [13] sophisticated the HGO constitutive model [8] to incorporate: (1) constituent concentration variables which define the ratio of the mass density of a constituent at time t to the mass density at time t=0 and enable the growth/atrophy of constituents to be simulated; (2) recruitment stretch variables, which define a mapping between the unloaded reference configuration and reference configuration in which the collagen fibres begin to be recruited to load bearing. Fields of spatially and temporally dependent fibre recruitment stretch ( , , ) m t . This is employed to prescribe the degradation of the elastinous constituents, where The main geometrical and physiological parameters for the examples presented in this paper are summarised in Table 1 below:   Table 1 . Parameters for the four internal carotid cases
Computational fluid dynamics methodology
To achieve physiologically realistic flow in the region where the IA develops, extensions are attached to the structural model of the artery/aneurysm using vasculature geometry obtained from clinical imaging data. The process of connecting the structural model of the healthy artery (which is initially cylindrical) to the physiological vasculature is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Based on the diameters and distance between the physiological boundaries, a cylinder is generated to fit between the up-and downstream physiological surfaces (Fig. 2a) . The physiological boundaries are re-interpolated such that each comprises 120 equidistant points (Fig. 2b(i) ). Corresponding physiological and cylinder boundary points are determined by finding the point on the physiological boundary that is at the shortest distance from a specified point on the cylinder boundary; all other points are then paired in anti-clockwise order (Fig. 2b(ii) ). A series of interpolating splines (using sigmoidal functions), normal to each boundary, are generated (shown as a series of points in Fig. 2c(i) ). These are connected to form a triangulated surfaces (Fig. 2c(ii) ) which connects the cylindrical section smoothly to the upstream and downstream sections of physiological arterial geometry. The methodological approach to solve the haemodynamics as the aneurysm evolves proceeds as follows. The geometry of the aneurysmal section is exported from the structural solver to the meshing suite ANSYS ICEM (ANSYS Inc, Canonsburg, PA). ANSYS ICEM automatically integrates the aneurysmal section into the physiological domain and generates an unstructured tetrahedral mesh with prism layers lining the boundary in a scripted-automated manner for the fluid domain. After meshing, appropriate boundary conditions are applied and the flow is solved by ANSYS CFX (ANSYS Inc, Canonsburg, PA) which solves the incompressible Navier Stokes equations using a finite volume formulation [27] . The solver is based on a coupled approach (i.e., velocities and pressure are cast and solved as a single system) and a fully implicit time discretisation, where needed. Blood is modelled as a Newtonian fluid with constant density =1 069 kg m -3 and constant viscosity = 0.003 5 Pa s. At the arterial wall, a no slip condition is applied for a rigid wall. Whilst a pulsatile flow analysis is necessary to explore more sophisticated G&R hypotheses, for the FSG model presented in this paper, we adopt a steady flow analysis to reduce the computational cost of the simulations. The similarity of the spatial WSS/WSSG distributions for steady and pulsatile flow simulations [24] suggests that adopting steady flow may be a reasonable approach for the purposes of investigating phenomenological hypotheses that explore the link between G&R of aneurysmal tissue and deviations of the WSS/WSSG from normotensive values. Boundary conditions are taken from a 1D circulation model [28] incorporated within @neufuse software, a software suite developed as part of the @neurIST EU project. 
Growth and remodelling
Degradation of elastinous constituents
Histologically, a saccular IA is characterised by an abrupt loss of the medial layer at the IA neck and a thin collagenous tissue within the IA dome [29] . To capture the loss of the medial layer, first an initial degradation is prescribed to occur within a small circular patch of the arterial domain (for details, see [23] ), which results in a small outpouching in the arterial wall. This outpouching results in a disturbance to the local hemodynamic environment, and, in turn, a change in the local WSS from normotensive levels. ( , , ) ( ( , , )) , ( , , ) .
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We suppose that for WSS magnitudes above a critical value, crit , no degradation occurs (F D = 0) whereas if the WSS is equal to or below a critical minimum value, denoted X then the maximum rate of degradation occurs (F D = 1). For values between X and crit , the degradation function F D is assumed, for simplicity, to have a quadratic form. Given that the spatial distribution of WSS varies between geometries, the values of crit and X need to be specified for each case ( Table 2) . Let 1 and 2 denote the minimum values of WSS within the circular patch for the conceptual healthy artery and the artery following the prescribed inception, respectively. On the assumption that the perturbation to the geometry leads to a local decrease in WSS, i.e. 2 < 1 , we take crit = 1 and X = 2 . 
Collagen remodelling
Collagen fibres are in a continual state of deposition and degradation and attach to the artery in a state of stretch. Watton et al. [13] hypothesised that the collagen fibres are configured to achieve a maximum stretch during the cardiac cycle and introduced the terminology attachment stretch t are defined such that at t = 0, the collagen stretches are equal to the attachment stretch throughout the domain (see [18] for details). As the geometry evolves, the recruitment stretches evolve so that the maximum GL strain of the collagen during the cardiac cycle remodels towards the attachment strain, denoted C AT E . Initially, it was assumed that maximum strains are achieved in the systolic configuration and thus the remodelling scheme was implemented computationally by considering the steady deformation of the arterial at systolic pressure [13] . However, as the geometry becomes more complex this is not necessarily true [13] . Consequently, the methodology has recently been updated (see [25] ) to assume that the maximum strains occur in either the systolic or diastolic configuration, i.e.
are the magnitudes of the collagen strains evaluated in the systolic and diastolic configurations, respectively. For the analysis in this paper, = 0.6 1 years.
Collagen growth
In vascular homeostasis, the mass of the collagenous constituents is constant even though the fibers are in a continual state of deposition and degradation. However, in response to perturbations to the mechanical environment, vascular cells can respond by up (down)-regulating synthesis and down (up)-regulating degradation leading to a net increase (decrease) in mass. We outline the algorithm proposed to simulate this [18, 25] . The key assumptions of which are (1) The reference configuration of the cells is equal to the reference configuration of the constituents that they are maintaining; (2) The number of cells is proportional to the mass of constituents they are maintaining; (3) In vascular homeostasis, the mass of the constituents is constant. From these assumptions, the simplest (linear) equation for adapting the normalized mass-density of the collagenous constituents can be derived to be
where is a phenomenological growth parameter. Note that this equation is derived by considering perturbations of the strains of the vascular cells from homeostatic levels. It is the assumption that the reference configuration of the cells is equal to that of the constituent that they are maintaining leads to it being expressed as a function of the strains of the collagen fibers. To simplify the presentation of the results, an average concentration of the medial and adventitial collagen fibres is defined as Figure 3 illustrates four examples of IAs evolving on physiological sections of vasculature: (a) the clinical geometry with patient IA; (b) the vasculature with the IA removed and replaced by a cylindrical section to represent a section of healthy artery; (c) an evolved IA. Figures 3b and 3c show the WSS distributions for the four cases at t = 0 and t = 10 years, respectively. It can be seen that for cases 1 and 2, the IA geometries grew larger, and evolved more symmetrically compared to the evolved IA geometries for cases 3 and 4. The difference in size and asymmetry are accounted for by the differences in the WSS spatial distribution. Cases 1 and 2 exhibit evolving patches of low WSS at both the proximal and distal regions of the IA dome. This drives elastin degradation in these locations and results in a more symmetric aneurysmal geometry. For cases 3 and 4, a very small patch of low WSS is localised at the proximal part of the geometry. Consequently, the IA evolves asymmetrically towards the proximal part of the artery and stabilizes. Figure 4 examines in more detail the evolution of the IA depicted in case 2 and illustrates the evolving: (a) elastin concentration; (b), (c) elastin strains; (d) medial collagen strain; (e) average collagen concentration; (f) cyclic areal stretch (ratio of areal stretch at systole to areal stretch at diastole). Elastin is observed to degrade most rapidly in localised regions of the distal and proximal dome corresponding to the regions of locally low WSS (see Fig. 3c , case 2). Note that whilst there is significant enlargement of the geometry, the collagen strains increase negligibly; this is due to the remodelling of the natural reference configuration in which the fibres are recruited to load bearing. In response to the increase in collagen strain the evolution equation for the mass of collagen acts to increase the collagen concentration to compensate for the loss of load bearing by the elastinous constituents. The cyclic areal stretch A CS remains high in the lateral part of the dome, but is observed to reduce at the top, distal and proximal parts of the dome. It increases to a maximum of 2.7. Tthis seems unrealistically high, i.e. it is unlikely cells could remain attached to the tissue when subject to such large deformation during the cardiac cycle. This suggests the need to couple the evolving collagen concentration to the magnitude of the cyclic areal stretch. In fact, this has been integrated into the G&R methodology and has been found to bean effective method to maintain the magnitude of A CS to within a physiologically realistic range [7, 25] . 
Results
Discussion
We presented a novel FSG framework for modelling IA evolution on physiological geometries. The framework incorporates a realistic structural model of the arterial wall and it couples G&R to cyclic deformation and to the local haemodynamic stimuli that act on ECs. To simulate IA inception, elastin degradation is prescribed to occur within a small circular patch of the cylindrical domain to generate an initial perturbation to the geometry; subsequent degradation is then linked to low WSS. The remodelling of collagen fibres is simulated by evolving the collagen recruitment stretches, to capture the effect of new fibres being configured to achieve a peak stretch of C AT during the cardiac cycle. Growth of collagen is simulated by evolving the fibre concentration. Interestingly, the direction of enlargement of the evolving model IA domes of cases 2, 3 and 4 appears to (qualitatively) reflect the corresponding original IA geometry of each case (see Fig. 5 ). The results of this study appear to give some support to the commonly stated hypothesis that low WSS is a driver of IA evolution. For instance, Tanoue et al. [43] performed CFD simulations on silicon models of 2 patient-specific cases (one growing, one non-growing) and compared the haemodynamic patterns over 4 stages of enlargement. In the case of the enlarging IA, they found an elevated WSS away from the region of enlargement, high WSSG in the region adjacent to enlargement, and low WSS in the region of enlargement. Interestingly, they did not observe low WSS in the dome of the non-growing aneurysm. In similar studies, both Jou et al. [33] and Boussel et al. [34] found a positive correlation between low WSS and regions of greatest growth of the aneurysm dome. A commonly-proposed mechanism for low-WSSinduced destructive remodelling is via the release of matrix metallo-proteinases (MMPs) by inflammatory cells. Aoki and Nishimura [35] recently characterised the shear-stress sensitive transcriptional factor NF-B as a mediator of chronic inflammation in aneurysmal walls by induction of the MCP-1 pathway. Kanematsu et al. [36] induced aneurysms on adult mice, and found that those with a suppressed MCP-1 pathway had a reduced monocyte/macrophage count, impaired macrophage function, and in general showed a lower incidence of aneurysm formation.
However, it may be that that disturbed flow arising in low WSS conditions may be the real cause of destructive remodelling. Tremmel et al. [37] performed numerical studies in which the aneurysm-toparent artery size ratio was virtually varied, and observed that aneurysm enlargement is followed by a decreased WSS and increased flow instability, including high wall shear stress gradients. In disturbed flow conditions, ECs experience oxidative stress, and increased expression of inflammatory markers and monocyte recruitment [38] . When subjected to disturbed flow, ECs show no preferential alignment and exhibit a polygonal shape [39, 40] . This may lead to a widening of cellular junctions, and thereby facilitate monocyte migration into the arterial wall. Indeed, ex-vivo study on ECs in porcine iliac arteries [41] showed that transendothelial permeability is more likely to be elevated in low WSS conditions, and particularly so, in the presence of a high WSSG.
Hence, although the results of this study suggest support for the hypothesis that growth is driven by low WSS, it is possible that in reality the nature of the intra-aneurysmal flow and not the magnitude of WSS is the critical factor for IA growth. The four physiological cases presented here comprise a small study, and thus the results and conclusions must be interpreted with caution. Several indices associated with oscillatory shear arising from flow pulsatility have also been proposed in an attempt to determine arterial regions most susceptible to IA formation [6] . Furthermore, whilst models of aneurysm evolution have gained increasing sophistication over the past decade, undoubtedly, many further improvements are required. For instance, there is a need to incorporate explicit representations of vascular cells (ECs, VSMCs and fibroblasts), their interactions and the signalling networks [42] that link the stimuli acting on them to their functionality in physiological and pathological conditions. This will better inform hypotheses for haemodynamics-dependent G&R.
There is also a need for implementation of more sophisticated constitutive models to represent, e.g. the collagen fibre recruitment distribution [43, 44] and dispersion, and the active and passive response of VSMCs [45] . Lastly, improved understanding and modelling of how this complex micro-structure adapts in pathological conditions is needed: the modelling framework needs to be validated and/or calibrated against physiological data; animal models undoubtedly have a role to play in this respect [46] . This motivates the need for multi-scaled models which integrate the biology and the (solid and fluid) biomechanics of the arterial wall, i.e. FSG models, such as the one we have presented here. Such models provide the foundations to model not only aneurysm evolution, but other vascular diseases and may ultimately lead to predictive models that have diagnostic application on a patient specific basis. Of course, the challenging and multi-disciplinary nature of such research implies that to be successful in this field, collaborative research is essential.
